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Capistrano Mazda Fourth of July Event
Star Spangled savings up to $6,500 below MSRP
It's our Hottest Event of the Year! Fourth of July is finally here so during the celebratory holiday
weekend, we're kicking off the summer, BBQ's and fun with the Capistrano Mazda Fourth of July
Event where we star spangled savings up to $6,500 below MSRP* on select models. 

Visit our website here for our entire new Mazda inventory.

We've priced our 1 remaining 2017 Mazda vehicle to sell and make room on our lot for new incoming
2018 and 2019 models! We have  savings up to $6,500 below MSRP.

View the inventory of our remaining 2017 Mazda models here.



2017 Mazda Mazda6 models

Sizzlin savings up to $6,500 below MSRP

*MSRP represents the Mazda suggested retail price plus dealer installed options. Listed discounts are
not available in combination with special MCS APR Financing or Lease rates. Red Hot Prices shown
include all available Mazda customer cash: $500 Customer Cash on 2017 Mazda CX-3, 2018 Mazda
CX-5 models, 2018 Mazda6 2018 Miata &amp; Miata RF models; $1,000 Customer Cash on 2018
Mazda3 Sedan and Hatchback models; $2,000  Customer Cash on 2017.5 Mazda6 models,
2017Miata and Miata RF models. Government fees, taxes, license, doc fees, and finance charges are
in addition to the Red Hot price listed. Customer Bonus paid towards the MSRP, cannot be redeemed
for cash. Offers end 7/5/18.
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Capistrano Mazda Fourth of July Leases
Leases starting at $249/mo.

The Capistrano Mazda Fourth of July Lease Event is here! Great deals are worth waiting for.
Okay, that's enough waiting. Now's the time to come to the Capo Mazda True $0 Due Lease Event
and get into a new 2018 Mazda model! New Mazda leases starting at $249/mo.* for 36 months with
TRULY nothing out of your pocket, (includes all DMV and license fees)!
 
Plus, receive our exclusive Smile 'N Go program with the lease or purchase of every new Mazda
model, 1 Year of Complimentary Routine Maintenance. We've taken all the stress out of the car
buying process, by clearly marking the lease price right on the vehicle! Now is the time to kick off your
spring in a new Mazda model, offers end April 30th. You DON'T owe us a thing!

Visit our website here for all of our current $0 Due lease specials.

You DON'T owe us a thing when you sign for a lease! Yes, you read that right! It's called the True $0
Due at Signing Lease Event for a reason, there's NOTHING due at signing. Zip...Zilch...NADA!
 
...Not even the down payment...or the DMV fees...OR even your first born! Watch our video here with
Diego explaining our Capo Mazda True $0 Due Lease Event!



 

 

With our exclusive Smile 'N Go** program, purchasing a new Mazda will be just as rewarding a year
from now as it is today! You'll receive complimentary routine maintenance during your 1st year of
ownership! Visit our website here to get more info about Smile 'N Go!

 
 

 

*36 months leases and 10,000 miles per year, $.15 per mile over 30,000 miles. $0 due at signing
lease option, payments listed above on same vehicles listed in disclaimer. $0 cash due from customer
+ monthly payment amount of dealer non-cash credit = monthly payment of total due at signing from
Capistrano Mazda. Monthly lease payments include $595 Acquisition fee and $0 security deposit.
Includes all DMV and license fees in monthly payment. SEE US FOR COMPLETE DETAILS on
combining special MCS APR and lease programs with current bonuses/incentives. All offers expire
7/9/2018.
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Capistrano Mazda Certified Pre-Owned Vehicles
31 Available - Priced Right starting at $12,899
Currently we have 31 Certified Pre-Owned Mazda vehicles on our lot! Make sure to browse our
website  here while the inventory selection is best. 

View all 31 of our Certified Pre-Owned Mazda vehicles in inventory on our website here and learn
more about the benefits of CPO vehicles. At Capistrano Mazda, we strive to be different. Our Orange
County Mazda dealership is changing the way you buy cars. We’d like to introduce to our community
something we like to call the Priced Right program. While our Priced Right program is exclusive to
our pre-owned vehicle inventory, we pride ourselves in providing excellent used cars, trucks, and
SUVs for sale at our Mazda dealership. Watch the video on our website  here or click below to learn
more about our Priced Right program!



Why Mazda Certified Pre-Owned?

We've got high standards! Our lineup of new vehicles goes beyond expectations, that's why our
certified pre-owned cars and SUVs are no different. Every Mazda is geared for fun, that includes
certified pre-owned. Does a 100,000-mile limited powertrain warranty ease your worry? You'll be
covered just in case anything happens to your freeze plug, constant velocity joins, turbocharger, or
thermostat. If you do need a covered part repaired or replaced, your total out-of-pocket cost will be
zero at any Mazda dealer.

Mazda Certified Pre-Owned Vehicle Benefits:

7-Year/100,000-Mile Limited Powertrain Warranty
160-Point Detailed Inspection
Zero Deductible on Covered Repairs
12-Month/12,000-Mile Limited Warranty
24-Hour Emergency Roadside Assistance
Autocheck® Vehicle History Report with 3-year buyback
Transferable Benefits
Available Extended Coverage
Complimentary 3-month SiriusXM® Trial on equipped vehicles

Visit our website here to learn more about the benefits of purchasing a Mazda Certified Pre-Owned
vehicle.
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Vehicle Profile: 2018 Mazda CX-3
Innovative performance technology gives edge to 2018 Mazda CX-3 

The 2018 Mazda CX-3 is a subcompact crossover SUV that boasts efficient performance,
driver-centric technology and a spacious and comfortable interior. With its mix of performance and
practicality, the CX-3 is a companion worth considering for daily commutes and weekend road trips
alike.

Performance

The 2018 Mazda CX-3 utilizes
SKYACTIV® TECHNOLOGY to
boost performance, efficiency and
handling. The CX-3’s
SKYACTIV®-G 2.0-liter engine
delivers 146 horsepower and 146
lb-ft of torque while achieving 29
mpg in the city and 34 mpg on the
highway.* The
SKYACTIV ®-DRIVE six-speed
automatic transmission combines
stick-shift feel with automatic
smoothness. Meanwhile,
SKYACTIV-VEHICLE DYNAMICS
with G-Vectoring Control adjusts
the vehicle’s power delivery and
shifts its weight to ensure smooth
handling and steady control.

Interior

Inside the cabin, the 2018 Mazda CX-3 sports a clean, modern look with cloth-trimmed sport seats, a
six-way manual adjustable driver’s seat and a push-button start. An available Active Driving Display
projects key driving information directly in front of the driver. Also available on higher trims are
leatherette-trimmed seats and a leather-wrapped steering wheel and shift knob. Seating capacity for
the CX-3 is five people. Cargo space totals 12.4 cubic feet behind the rear seats and 44.5 cubic feet
with the 60/40 split-folding seats down

Technology

The 2018 Mazda CX-3 keeps both driver and passengers entertained and informed with a MAZDA
CONNECT™ system that provides access to music, apps, phones calls and more on a full-color
7-inch touchscreen. Bluetooth® technology provides hands-free phone access and music playback
capability. An available Bose® seven-speaker surround-sound system provides vivid audio throughout
the cabin. There’s also an easy-to-use Commander control knob on the center console for easy
access to infotainment functions.

Safety

The 2018 Mazda CX-3 offers a wide array of safety features, including a rearview camera and Smart
City Brake Support for crowded driving conditions. Available i-ACTIVSENSE® features include



City Brake Support for crowded driving conditions. Available i-ACTIVSENSE® features include
Distance Recognition Support, Rear Cross Traffic Alert, Lane Departure Warning, Advanced Blind
Spot Monitoring and an Adaptive Front-Lighting System that adjusts the headlights for better
illumination while turning corners.

The 2018 Mazda CX-3 gathers an array of innovative technology into one versatile package. With its
efficient performance, sophisticated comfort and useful technology, the CX-3 is a superior
small-crossover choice.

*EPA-estimated mileage. Actual results will vary.

This article is presented by {{accountvar.SEOdealer}}. 
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Vehicle Details: 2018 Mazda MX-5 Miata Performance
A driving experience 30 years in the making

As Mazda's most famous vehicle, the Miata offers an enjoyable driving experience without resorting to
enormous high-displacement and gas-chugging engines.

By the numbers

The heart of the 2018 Mazda MX-5
Miata is its SKYACTIV®-G engine.
This is a 2.0-liter naturally
aspirated, double-overhead cam,
four-cylinder engine that produces
155 horsepower and 148 lb-ft of
torque for the rear wheels. That
engine is coupled to either a
six-speed manual transmission
with a short-throw shifter or a
six-speed Sport automatic with
paddle shifters.

That engine perfectly complements
the vehicle’s lightweight body. At its
heaviest, the 2018 Mazda MX-5
Miata never breaches 2,500
pounds, making it incredibly agile
and maneuverable. In fact, this
generation of MX-5 Miata is at least
148 pounds lighter than the
previous one, and what weight remains is divided 50/50 from front to back.

SKYACTIV® TECHNOLOGY engineering

The 2018 Mazda MX-5 Miata’s performance characteristics are all thanks to the brand’s SKYACTIV®
TECHNOLOGY. Every component of the Miata is designed to maximize fun driving dynamics and fuel
efficiency. Mazda built the MX-5 Miata on the SKYACTIV® platform, which utilizes
ultra-high-tensile-strength steel in critical areas to reduce weight while retaining frame stiffness.

This optimized engineering results in higher compression ratios in the engine, allowing the MX-5’s
engine to harness more power from each drop of fuel than conventional internal combustion engines
can.

Jinba Ittai

All of this is designed to achieve another design principle that Mazda espouses: the concept of “Jinba
Ittai.” Traditionally, this means the symbiotic relationship created over time between a horse and its
rider, but Mazda specifically applies this concept to the Miata’s design decisions, making the MX-5
intuitive to enhance the bond between driver and vehicle.  

Former MX-5 program manager Takeo Kijima explained the concept by saying, “When the car and
driver are in perfect harmony, driving is fun.” He later added, “For instance, the location of the shift



lever, whether it’s more in the front, off to the side or farther back, will determine what muscles are
used to operate it. We need to balance the amount of strength needed to feel oneness.”

Steeped in tradition and obsessively optimized, the 2018 Mazda MX-5 Miata offers an unforgettable
driving experience in both the soft- and hard-top versions and whether using a manual or automatic
transmission.

This article is presented by {{accountvar.SEOdealer}}. 
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Car Care: How to Care for Your Car’s Upholstery
Keep your car’s upholstery looking like new

No matter how much work you put into keeping your vehicle’s exterior looking clean and shiny,
passengers are likely going to be more interested in how you take care of it on the inside. If your
vehicle’s upholstery is dingy, stained or emitting some strange odor, you’ll want to take steps to
ensure that your interior is looking every bit as good as your exterior. Not only will this prevent
passengers from turning up their noses at you, but it will also help your vehicle retain more of its value
over time, which helps if you decide that you’d like to sell it one day.

Stock up on the right supplies

Before you dive into cleaning your
interior, be sure you have
everything you need at your
disposal. Running in and out of the
house or to and from the store for
cleaning tools will make upholstery
care a much bigger chore than it
needs to be.

YourMechanic’s Mark Vallet
recommends essentials such as
microfiber cloths; a soft, clean
sponge or cloth; a vacuum; a
bucket of warm water; and a
bristled, yet soft scrubbing brush.
You’ll also need some kind of
upholstery cleaner, but you should
take care to ensure that the product
that you choose is appropriate for
the material in your vehicle.

Apply care 101 

Before you get into the nitty-gritty or nooks and crannies of upholstery care, it’s good to start by
removing any clutter on, under or around your seats. You’ll also want to take out any floor mats to
ensure that you clean the area beneath them. Once your seats and floors are bare, use your vacuum
to remove dust, dirt and debris. Vallet recommends a wet/dry vacuum due to its superlative cleaning
power and an extended cord and hose.

Once you are satisfied that you’ve vacuumed up as much of the dirt as you can, Vallet suggests going
over your surfaces with a moist cloth and spot-testing your cleaning agent.

Refresh cloth seats

If you would prefer a more natural solution to cleaning your cloth seats, or even just a more affordable
choice, you can easily concoct a home remedy that is as effective as anything you’ll find at the store.
Angie’s List Founder Angie Hicks suggests combining a gallon of water with a cup of vinegar and a
touch of dish soap. Using a hard-bristle brush, lightly apply this mixture to your fabric surfaces and let
sit for 30 minutes. Once it’s sat long enough, apply warm water and blot dry.



sit for 30 minutes. Once it’s sat long enough, apply warm water and blot dry.

If you want something more fragrant, you can include a few drops of essential oils to your cleaning
mixture. This provides a fresh scent without the heaviness of a chemical solution.

Condition leather upholstery

Leather upholstery requires a softer touch than fabric upholstery, which is why DIY Network
recommends against using ammonia- or bleach-based cleaners. If you don’t want to invest in a
leather-specific cleaning substance, you can make your own homemade solution by mixing five parts
warm water with one part liquid dish soap in a bucket. Apply to a cloth and wipe down your seats and
surfaces thoroughly. Use a second cloth, damp with water, to wipe clean and a towel to dry.

If your elbow grease is just not enough to renew your car’s interior satisfactorily, or your schedule is
just too packed to do your vehicle justice, consider reaching out to the professionals to get the job
done properly. Your vehicle is one of your biggest investments, and spending a little time or money to
make sure that its interior is well-maintained is well worth the return.

This article is presented by {{accountvar.SEOdealer}}.
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Pet Safety Tips for the Fourth of July
Tips to protect your pets on Independence Day

The Fourth of July is a time for celebration that can be enjoyed by the entire family — including your
pets. Whether you’re attending a fireworks show or watching them from your backyard while you grill
out, it’s important for you to observe certain precautionary steps to ensure your furry friends are
well-protected this Independence
Day. 

Keep them at home and indoors

The biggest key to ensuring your
pets’ safety on July Fourth is to
keep them out of the proverbial —
and literal — line of fire. The
American Veterinary Medical
Foundation suggests keeping your
pets indoors during fireworks.
Animals tend to be frightened by
loud noises, which can increase
the possibility that your pet might
try to run away out of fear. If you
plan on traveling to a fireworks
display, do not bring your pets with
you under any circumstances.

To keep your pets feeling calm
during a fireworks show, the AVMF suggests crating them or enclosing them in a room that is safe
and escape-proof. The American Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals suggests a room
without windows as an ideal area for sheltering your pets, and further recommends turning on soft
music or the television to help keep them calm.

It should go without saying that you do not want to use fireworks around your pets — not only will they
be frightened by the loud noises, but they could potentially be burned or otherwise severely injured.
The same logic should apply to barbecuing, according to the ASPCA: if you are grilling out on the
Fourth of July or any other summer afternoon, keep your pets securely inside to prevent potential harm.

Be prepared

Even with the proper precautions, your pets could still possibly get out during a busy Fourth of July
gathering. To better ensure your pets’ safe return in the event of their flight, the AVMA recommends
being prepared for the worst. This includes having a current photo of your pet handy to help identify
them, making sure all of their tags are current and considering the possibility of microchipping to find
them if they should get away.

If your pets have demonstrated higher anxiety levels on the Fourth of July, AVMA recommends
behavioral therapy to help improve their response. The ASPCA suggests purchasing an anxiety vest
ahead of the holiday, and also recommends considering anti-anxiety medication with the caveat that
you test it out ahead of time to ensure your pets have a proper response to treatment.

Clean up after the fact



Clean up after the fact

When the smoke has cleared and the booming has stopped, you might think that the danger has
dissipated. However, the ASPCA Animal Poison Control Center sees a higher volume of calls after
Independence Day as a result of pets having ingested spent fireworks or other holiday-related debris.
To prevent this from happening, case your yard before letting your pet outside and clear away
anything that might be potentially harmful. This can, as the ASPCA notes, also include glow jewelry
and citronella candles.

The Fourth of July is a time of great revelry, but it should also be a time of caution, particularly if your
festivities include fireworks. While you consider your safety, make sure that you are doing all that you
can to keep your pets safe and sound.

This article is presented by {{accountvar.SEOdealer}}.
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5 Ways to Repurpose Old T-shirts
Give your old T-shirts new life with these projects

T-shirts are designed to reflect your personality, which makes it easy to fall into the habit of collecting
them as your interests change. Before you know it, your drawers are overflowing and your closet is
bulging with tees you don’t wear anymore. If you’re the sort who doesn’t want to simply toss out the
shirts you’ve accumulated over time, even if you’re certain you won’t wear them again, you can put
them to good use with these
projects. 

Rest your head

Decorating your couch, chair or bed
with decorative throw pillows can
be a design budget buster. Why not
save money and use what you
already have and love? HGTV’s
Shannon Petrie suggests
transforming your hardly worn, yet
beloved, T-shirts into throw pillows
you can see and use every day.

Soften your step

Cold mornings equal cold floors,
which can be unpleasant on your
feet when you get up and moving
in the morning. Treat your feet to a
soft landing by constructing a rug
out of your old T-shirts. According to Petrie, this craft requires a plain doormat, a glue gun and a bunch
of knots made from your most brightly colored tees. The end results include less cluttered drawers and
a clever conversation piece to show off the next time you have guests over.

Accessorize

T-shirts are not usually equated with stylish accessories, but according to Brit.Co’s Misty Spinney,
your coziest T-shirts can be easily made into statement necklaces and sentimental bracelets. By
braiding strips from three T-shirts, weaving them through brass rings and attaching the ends to jewelry
clasps found at craft stores, you’ll be sporting an eye-catching necklace in no time.

For a modern twist on the iconic friendship bracelet, Spinney recommends taking five skinny strands
cut from one of your T-shirts — or from multiple shirts of different colors for a rainbow effect — as well
as one braided piece. Line up the braided piece and skinny strands next to each other and attach a
jewelry clasp to each end. Make more than one and share the additional bracelets with your friends.

Cuddle up

If you’ve got a sizable collection of T-shirts that represent your athletic glory days or show love for your
favorite team, consider transforming them into a quilt. If you’re an experienced quilter or feel
somewhat confident with a needle and thread or sewing machine, feel free to tackle the project on
your own. If you’d prefer to leave the heavy sewing to an expert, reach out to a professional quilter to



have the job done to exceptional effect. These quilts also make great gift ideas for friends and family.

Be kind to Mother Nature

Plastic bags are not particularly eco-friendly, and minimizing your use of them is crucial to the
environment. By creating produce bags out of your T-shirts, you’ll save the world from more plastic
and look stylish while shopping at the farmers market. It’s a win-win for you and Mother Nature.

According to HGTV’s Ruth Meharg, you’ll need a T-shirt, a pair of scissors and a ruler to construct
your bag. Lay the T-shirt flat on a surface and cut an arch shape into the top of the shirt by removing
the sleeves and neck. Remove the shirt’s hem, reverse the material and sew the bottom closed.
Finish by making rows of one-inch cuts as well as a large mark in the center to create a space for your
hand or arm to go through.

T-shirts are great fashion statements, but too much of a good or great thing is still too much,
particularly when storage space is at a premium. Take control of your T-shirt collection by repurposing
them into something new and useful and make the most out of your collection.

This article is presented by {{accountvar.SEOdealer}}.
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How to Include Learning Experiences in Your
Summer Road Trip
Hitting the road this summer? Be sure to include time for
educational activities 

Getting there may be half the fun, but if you plan correctly, you can ensure the journey portion of your
upcoming summer road trip is both fun and educational. Take advantage of the hours you and your
family will spend on the road this summer with the following activities that make room for learning and
don’t skimp on the fun. 

Turn the dial up

Usually a road trip means one
thing: headphones. With available
in-vehicle infotainment technology,
smartphones and other electronic
devices, everyone can and will plug
into their preferred source of
entertainment. This makes for a
peaceful cabin, but it also presents
a missed opportunity for expanding
your mind and bonding with your
loved ones.

Instead of zoning out into your own
worlds, listen to an audiobook or
podcast as a family. There are
countless entertaining, educational,
thrilling and funny audiobooks
available at your local library, meaning you can grab a variety and let your clan pick their favorite.

Podcasts also offer a wide selection of entertaining choices your whole family will enjoy, and they’re
easy to download or stream as you go. If your traveling companions are still in or are just out of
diapers, Murphy, Jr., executive editor of operations for Some Spider and Inc. writer, suggests the
“Sesame Street” podcast. For an older audience, try on popular podcasts like “Presidential,”
“StarTalk” or “Stuff You Should Know.”

Elevate screen time

It’s hard to imagine a time when handheld gaming systems, smartphones and tablets didn’t exist, and
they’re so ubiquitous now that embarking on a road trip without them might seem to some occupants
like a form of torture. But spending hour after hour staring at a screen is not healthy, especially if it’s
all geared toward mindless play. Tell your children that the time they spend using devices must
include time spent on age-appropriate educational activities. This should include games that challenge
their math, geography and critical thinking skills.   

Go old-school

For a tech-free way to engage the minds of your road-trip crew, KidsHealth.org suggests trying out



some of the same games you enjoyed as a child. These can include classics like 21 Questions or I
Spy. Teresa Farkas, writing for Atlanta Parent, suggests taking I Spy to the next level by doing some
homework before heading out.

“Print restaurant or business logos and glue them to a sheet of paper, or copy and paste logos onto a
Word document,” Farkas writes. “Set up guidelines between cities or make it a competition for the
entire length of a shorter ride to find the logos. For younger kids, make a sheet including cartoon
animals or shapes.”

Mad Libs is a great choice for older kids, Farkas notes, encouraging you and your family to take turns
completing and reading out loud the hilarious stories you each create. This game can be useful in
teaching your children about the parts that make up a sentence.

Stop for knowledge

Even if your ultimate destination is more centered on fun than education, there are plenty of
landmarks, attractions and museums you can visit along the way to make your trip even more
unforgettable. Incorporate an extended pit stop along your journey that takes you to a piece of
American history, a local art gallery or nature center or an art museum. If you schedule stops at points
where you will have been in the car for a long period of time, your passengers will be more receptive
to getting out and stretching their legs.

Your summer road trip can be more than just mindless hours spent zipping down the highway. With
the right planning and approach, you can ensure that the journey is every bit as exciting — and
educational — as your arrival at your intended destination.

This article is presented by {{accountvar.SEOdealer}}.
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Games to Play at Your Next Backyard Barbecue
Give your summer cookout a dose of fun with these games 

Your grill is fired up and ready to go and your refrigerator is full of enough food and drinks to satisfy a
crowd. There’s just one last thing you need for your backyard barbecue: games to entertain your
guests. Here are a few ideas that are sure to make your summer party a success your friends will be
talking about all year long.

Backyard classics

What first comes to mind when you
think of backyard games? For
many people, it’s croquet, the
classic game that involves
smacking a ball through a hoop
with a mallet. Other backyard
classics include lawn bowling and
its close relative, bocce. You don’t
need a huge yard to play these
games, but they’re definitely more
fun with additional space.

If your backyard is especially large,
your guests might enjoy splitting
into teams and playing more active
sports like soccer, flag football or
softball. If you do end up playing
one of these games, keep in mind that it will probably be more fun — and less painful — to fit it in
before everyone stuffs themselves with burgers, potato chips and grilled corn.

Horseshoes and more

Two all-time favorite backyard barbecue games are horseshoes and cornhole. In horseshoes, two
people alternate attempts to toss horseshoes around stakes in the ground. Cornhole is similar, except
players try to toss beanbags through a hole in a raised platform. Depending on how many people are
at your event, these games can easily be adapted to team play.

You’ll also find plenty of similar games out there if you want to play something a bit different. With
washer pitching, players try to score points by tossing large metal washers into a hole or a cup.
Another variation is KanJam, a game where players amass points by throwing or deflecting a flying
disc into a pair of large metal cans.

From the tabletop to the yard

Setting up an oversized board game is a good way to make your next barbecue an especially
memorable one. Make a list of some of your favorite tabletop games, like checkers or Yahtzee. Now,
imagine how these games could be scaled up for backyard play.

Many oversized backyard board games are available to purchase, but if you’re especially creative or
handy, you could try building your own version of Jenga with two-by-fours, making an oversized
Scrabble game with stencils and plywood or by crafting an outdoor domino set.



It might get wet

It’s summer, so the odds are good that the weather will be warm or hot on the day of your barbecue.
Why not set up some water-based games to help your guests cool off? One backyard favorite is a Slip
‘n’ Slide, which you can either buy or make yourself with some heavy plastic, a running hose and a
few other items. You could also organize a game of water-balloon dodgeball, which is exactly as fun
as it sounds. If you do this, just make sure that all your guests are enjoying themselves and nobody is
being pelted unwillingly.

If water balloons and water slides sound a little intense, you could encourage a more relaxed
water-based vibe at your party instead. Try filling a few wading pools so guests can pull up a lawn
chair and cool off their feet while enjoying a refreshing beverage.

Equipped with these ideas, you’re well on your way to hosting a backyard barbecue that will be the
highlight of your guests’ summer.

This article is presented by {{accountvar.SEOdealer}}. 
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8 Myths About Sunscreen
Knowing the truth can help protect you from UV rays

Warmer temperatures invite us outdoors for activities that expose us to the sun’s warm but dangerous
rays. Health specialists recommend using sunscreen to protect the skin from the risks of sunburn and
skin cancer while enjoying the great outdoors; but not everyone understands how sunscreen works.
To remedy these misconceptions,
here is the truth about eight
common sunscreen myths. 

Sunscreen doesn’t expire

Although you might think
sunscreen doesn’t have an
expiration date, it actually does.
According to Jon Johnson,
contributor to Medical News Today,
the active ingredients in sunscreen
eventually break down and are no
longer effective in protecting from
the sun.

Some sunscreen bottles will list an
expiration date so you know how
long you have to use them. For the
ones that don’t, it’s a safe bet to
use the contents within three years
from when you purchased the sunscreen, according to Mayo Clinic member Lawrence E. Gibson, M.D.

One application is enough

Although some sunscreen packages might claim that the product lasts all day, that’s not actually the
case. According to Dr. Cameron Rokhsar, an associate clinical professor of dermatology at Mount
Sinai Hospital, this is just “hyped up marketing,” as he explained in a Today article. He recommended
applying sunscreen every two to three hours, no matter what type of sunscreen you’re using or how
long it says it lasts.

Some sunscreens are 100 percent waterproof

Once again, this is another claim that sunscreens can’t deliver on. Although some types of sunscreen
might be more resistant to water than others, no sunscreen can be totally waterproof, as Johnson also
explains. It’s important to apply sunscreen at least 10 to 15 minutes before going swimming or
engaging in a water sport, as well as reapplying it afterward.

Drinkable SPFs are great substitutes for sunscreen lotion

There’s a new trend to protect yourself from the sun: ingesting products like Osmosis Harmonized
H20 UV Neutralizer, instead of applying conventional sunscreen to your skin. Per Rokhsar, there’s no
scientific support that backs the claims of oral SPF products, so it’s best to stick with sunscreen lotion
for skin protection.



A dark complexion requires little or no sunscreen

While pale-skinned individuals are more prone to sunburn, those with darker skin are not immune to
the dangers of UV rays. As Boer Deng, contributor with The Washington Post, notes, while melanin in
the skin acts as a mild defense against skin damage, it only offers an SPF value of 1.5 to 2.0, which
isn’t strong enough to shield your skin from UV rays.

Sunscreen is more effective than covering up

It turns out, covering your skin with clothing or accessories like hats is a better defense against sun
damage than sunscreen lotion, as Johnson identifies. For even more protection against UV radiation,
Rokhsar suggests donning SPF clothing, which is 100 percent effective.

SPF is the most important quality 

It’s easy to think that SPF is the most vital factor to consider when you’re browsing sunscreens at the
store. According to Maya Guhan with Berkeley Wellness, that’s not accurate. While SPF relates to the
sunscreen’s protective capacity against UVB rays, you also have to consider its protection against
UVA rays. Make sure that the sunscreen you decide to purchase has “broad spectrum” written on the
label, to ensure that the lotion will properly shield you from both UVB and UVA rays.

Shelter is just as good as sunscreen 

It’s tempting to think that if you’re under a beach umbrella, you’ll avoid getting sunburnt. However,
sand accounts for 17 percent of UV radiation, so you can still experience some level of skin damage
even if you’re under the umbrella rather than in direct sunlight, Guhan warns. She cites a JAMA
Dermatology study from 2017, which indicates that 80 percent of people who sat under a beach
umbrella for 3.5 hours without sunscreen experienced sunburn that manifested itself the next day.

Implement these helpful strategies to maximize the benefits of sunscreen and keep your skin healthy.
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Pool Safety Rules Every Homeowner Should
Implement
Safely enjoy your personal pool with these helpful guidelines

Having a pool is a great opportunity to cool off in warmer weather, but it also poses some health and
safety risks. To help everyone stay safe, inform your family and friends of these pool rules before you
let anyone swim in your pool. 

Use a pool barrier

According to InterNACHI
(International Association of
Certified Home Inspectors), the top
of a pool barrier should be at least
48 inches above ground level when
measured from the outside of the
barrier. This is your primary
defense in keeping young children
at a safe distance from the pool
opening.

Be careful when using floating
chlorine dispensers 

Avoid using chlorine dispensers
that look like toys. With so many
different types of floating toys on
the market today, it’s all too easy
for a child to mistake a chlorine dispenser for one.

The buddy system

Never swim alone in your swimming pool, as Blue Haven Pools & Spas advises. While it might be
tempting to float or swim solo to enjoy the peace and quiet, your safety could depend on another
individual being nearby. Have someone else in the water with you or at least nearby on the deck area
of the pool.

Use extra caution with young swimmers

Make sure that a child can swim before they enter the pool without a flotation device or swim vest. As
the National Drowning Prevention Alliance (NDPA) warns, “never leave a child unattended near water
in a pool, tub, bucket or ocean.” Nothing can substitute adult supervision when it comes to keeping
young swimmers safe in and around the pool. The NDPA also recommends designating one adult as
a “water watcher” to constantly supervise children while they’re in the water.

Keep safety tools at hand

The NDPA also stated that you should have a shepherd’s hook, lifesaver and CPR instructions near
your pool in the event of an accident. It’s also wise to keep a landline phone or cell phone
permanently stored by your pool in case you need to call 911.



Know CPR 

Any pool owner should get CPR-certified to make sure they’re prepared to keep their family and
friends safe while using the pool. Contact the Red Cross to find a training program in your area.

Walk slowly around the pool deck

It might be a no-brainer, but don’t run around the deck of your pool. It’s far too easy to slip on the wet
surface if you’re going at a fast pace rather than a cautious, slow one.

Get a pool cover

The NDPA recommends using a pool cover whenever you’re not using your pool. This will act as a
protective barrier to prevent family members or visitors from falling in and possibly drowning if they
accidentally get too near the pool.

Don’t roughhouse in the water

Discourage children and guests from playing roughly in the pool, as Blue Haven Pools & Spas states.
Avoid any games that involve dunking yourself or another person under the water or holding your
breath for a long period.

Keep the pool area tidy

Store toys safely in a pool closet or other area inside of your home when not in use, per the NDPA.
Toys left in the pool can easily attract small children who might forget that the toy is in the water and
fall into the pool while trying to obtain it.  

Protect your poolside and keep swimmers safe when they take a dip by establishing and following
these practical suggestions.
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5 Best Bike Trails in Southern California
Explore the southern region of the Golden State on these bike paths

Southern California is known for its stunning shorelines, creating the perfect environment to catch
some gnarly waves. However, for those wanting a break from the beach, the area is also home to
quite a few scenic bike trails. Check
out these five paths the next time
you head out for a ride.

Marvin Braude Bike Trail

Easily the most popular bike path in
Los Angeles, the Marvin Braude
Bike Trail is better known by its
nickname: The Strand. The 22-mile
bike trail passes through some of
the region’s most popular
neighborhoods like Santa Monica,
Venice and Manhattan Beach.
Plenty of places are along the path
to shop or get a quick bike to eat.

Bayshore Bikeway

San Diego is not without its fair
share of iconic bike trails. The most
popular of these is the Bayshore
Bikeway. This 17-mile trail hosts some of the most stunning views of San Diego’s cityscape. Running
alongside the city’s picturesque shoreline, this trail also crosses paths with some of the city’s most
popular attractions, including the Ferry Landing Marketplace and the San Diego Bay National Wildlife
Reserve.

Ojai Valley Trail

Discover the Ojai Valley Trail, located just north of the greater Los Angeles area near the Los Padres
National Forest. Even with its close proximity to one of the largest cities in the country, the trail
features rural, serene surroundings, making this 9.5-mile trail perfect for those looking to escape the
hustle and bustle of the city. If you’re still up for more biking once you complete the Ojai Valley Trail,
you can start heading down the Ventura River Trail, which connects with the Ojai bike path.

Clovis Old Town Trail

The Clovis Old Town Trail in Fresno County is a testament to the strong sense of community found
within the area. Outdoor enthusiasts, environmental groups and local businesses all worked together
to plant 4,400 trees along the trail to make it as gorgeous as it is today. The star attraction is the
historic Old Town Clovis area, which features a charming 19th century aesthetic with plenty of places
to shop and eat.

Glendale Narrows Elysian Valley Bike Path

Another of LA’s most popular bike trials is the Glendale Narrows Elysian Valley Bike Path. While you



might find this bike path to be less populated than others in the area, it is no less iconic. Various films
and television programs have filmed along the path, including “Grease” and “Terminator 2: Judgment
Day.” While you aren’t guaranteed to see any movie stars while biking through the area, what you are
sure to see are some of California’s most beautiful examples of flora and fauna.

Whether in the heart of the state’s largest cities or somewhere a little more tranquil, these bike paths
are the perfect place to find adventure in the southern California region.
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